
  Nestlé Colombia is the biggest food and beverage company in the world, with operations in 150 countries 

and 461 factories. In the Colombian market, Nestlé has created shared value during 70 years with a product 

portfolio that today includes dairy, culinary products, cookies, sweets, coffee, beverages, cereals and baby food.

How can a CPG brand use Twitter to 
promote corporate social responsibility?
Nestlé connected with thousands of people in different parts of the world throughout Twitter
 by exposing what was happening in a live corporate social responsibility event.

Every year, @NestleColombia organizes the Creating Shared Value Global Forum together with the 

Inter-American Development Bank. This initiative seeks to unify development elements focused in 

key business areas of companies where they can create value for both society and shareholders. 

The fifth edition of this forum took place during October 2013 in Colombia, the first Latin-American 

country selected as a venue.

Because these topics are of high interest among executives and professionals from different industries 

around the world, Nestlé decided to live stream the conference and amplify content through the Twitter 

account @nestlecsv. The goal was to make the forum available to interested parties that could not 

attend in person. @nestlecsv also wanted to leverage the popularity of some participating speakers

 in order to generate engagement and maximize the number of users it reached on Twitter.

 

CHALLENGE

http://nestle.com.co


Ask your question to #CSVForum 
panelists tweeting @nestlecsv

@nestlecsv
Nestlé CSV

The Twitter campaign started a week before the date of the forum in order to create interest and 

buzz around it. The digital strategy was divided into three moments where communication was the key.

Before the event, @nestlecsv needed to educate the public on the concept of “Creating Shared Value” 

or CSV to generate initial awareness and interest. During the event, it used Promoted Tweets with the

live streaming link so users could tune in to the presentations. @nestlecvs also shared speakers’ quotes

in real time via Twitter. The aim of these actions was to attract audiences to the live stream. After the 

event @nestlecsv shared conclusions, results and the most relevant content from the event.

@nestlecsv used all the amplifying power of Promoted Tweets to spread the content of the 

Creating Shared Value Global Forum conferences in two ways. 

SOLUTION

Promoting the interaction between 

the Twitter audience and what was 

happening on-stage by means of 

participative dynamics with 

the hashtag #CSVForum.

Shared the content of conferences and

whitelisted influencers who were involved

so it could Promote their Tweets 

Some of the influencers where:

@BIDAgua  |  @SilviaDan 

@MichaelEPorter  |  @volansjohn

#01 #02

Creatin #SharedValue: the movement
has definitely begun. Still much to learn
but the energy and action are palpable,
especially in business

28/10/13 14:41 

71 RETWEETS    17 FAVORITOS

@MichaelEPorter
Michael E. Porter



haciendo retuits de 

TESTIMONIAL

TIP

“The success of this campaign was based on 
the synchronization of teamwork. This 
enabled us to plan ahead of time, make the
necessary adjustments and move fast and
efficiently. Working with Twitter allowed 
us access to data that we could use to make 
decisions in the right moment and in real time. 
The different types of targeting offered by 
Twitter Ads assured us efficiency and results.”

Maria José Quiceno 
Jefe de Asuntos Corporativos 
Nestlé Colombia

Using a celebrity or influencer related with your campaing and putting him in a “White List”

 with his previous authorization, multiplies the reach possibilities of your messages.

As 2013 #CSVForum ends, see
Sustainability as road map, Shared Value
as vehicle, people like citizen CEOs as
early dirvers - algo need GPS!

28/10/13 19:44 

13 RETWEETS    8 FAVORITOS

@volansjohn
John Elkington



impressions
Promoted Tweets 

 

USE TWITTER AS A 
COMMUNICATION PLATFORM 

BEFORE, DURING AND 
AFTER EVENTS.

More than 500 people in 10 cities around the world followed the event via streaming.
The same day #CSVForum was a national organic trending topic. Moreover, more than
5,500 comments about the conference were produced in social networks, 67% of them
on Twitter.

1.31%
Engagement Rate 

of Promoted 
Tweets.

engagements
15.158 Clicks | 123 RT | 

13 replies | 377 new 
followers

{ }|15,7001.19 M

#01

RESULTS

KEYS
TO SUCCESS

+

The work done before the event 

is of utmost importance, as well as

 real time communication and sharing 

conclusions once the event is over.

Líderes expertos de gobierno, academia,
sociedad civil, negocios participaron del
#CSVForum ayer! Mire la discusión 
bit.ly/H53gVx

29/10/13 17:37 

6 RETWEETS    8 FAVORITOS

@nestlecsv
Nestlé CSV



PLAN IN 
ADVANCE:

#02

The communication campaign 

for this event was planned more

than a year in advance. This allowed 

Nestlé to stay one step ahead and 

be precise in its communications.

MONITOR YOUR
CAMPAING IN REAL TIME:

#03

Having real-time access campaign 

data via Twitter Ads allowed Nestlé

to identify the best-performing 

organic Tweets and turn them into 

Promoted Tweets  to maximize reach.

@IMSCorp twitter@imssocial.com

www.imscorporate.com

 |

Contact us to learn more about the possibilities
that Twitter offers for your business.

https://twitter.com/imscorp
mailto:twitter@imssocial.com
www.imscorporate.com

